Killabortions—
59 Million Surgical
250 Million Chemical
SAINT DIANE: This is a genocide greater than even the ovens at Auschwitz!

When the physical-body lays aside the material body, that which in
the physical that is called the soul becomes the body of the entity. And
that which is called the superconscious becomes the consciousness of
the entity, as the subconscious is to the physical body. The
subconscious becomes the mind or the intellect of the body.
Edgar Cayce
Physical body dies
Soul becomes the physical body.
However the soul is as distant as the I AM Presence is now to the physical
body.
At death, the physical body becomes subconscious mind.
STEVEN ECKL: Mother Mary has been seen with tears in her statutes worldwide
at killabortion.
ANDREA SELESTOW: At Christ Church, we heard week after week the need to
stop killabortion. What we had not understood was why was it said continually
that the opportunity to be in physical embodiedment was so necessary, so important
to safeguard.
Nancy of Oregon: Naturally we on earth would assume that what is the “big
deal” about life on earth? That leaving earth must be better somehow…
Mathzedes: Killabortion is not allowing these souls to take incarnation who
might have an opportunity to have a physical body.

MOSES: Killabortion would end opportunity for a soul who may have
waiting thousands of years to take incarnation. And this is a great
backdirect, to before conception offer on the inner to shelter a birth
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through and then at the last minute to opt out for Planned Parenthood
argument and their education in the high schools and colleges.
NATHAN the Judge: Or to listen to the deadbeat dad’s argument to opt
for the abortion.
ANDREA SELESTOW: We had said earlier that you stay on earth as long as you
can. It is because you get to sleep. And you can see that this is not a complete
understanding.
When you have a physical body, yes, you rest. However if you have a
physical body, you are made to out to work in order to eat, you need to educate
yourself, you are doing, doing, doing because you have a physical body. Then
when after a long day of work and learning has gone by, you rest.
STEVEN ECKL: What this from Edgar Cayce is saying however is that when you
die, you are only the subconscious mind. What you recall of this subconscious
mind, is that there is no more learning, you are always on automatic pilot.
Automatic pilot. If you drive, if you walk without learning, if you are
always living in the subconscious mind, can you see how life after you die, is not
but hour after hour of going nowhere?
ANDREA SELESTOW: If you were at 3pm every day watching the soap
operas, that is how you live out your life after death.
Nancy of Oregon: If you spent the sabbath, Friday, Saturday, Sunday
watching TV football and basketball, that is how you live out your life after
death. 24/7.
Mathzedes: And this is into the centuries.
NATHAN the Judge: It is you who for not giving these souls an opportunity
that these go back to seeing if they can find another body. How long they
wait is indeterminable. Therefore this is a great backdirect or karma so
unfair and unspoken and must be in the hall of records for those who
headlong enter into a fallacious argument of choice— you always have
choice!
What you sow is what you reap. You can expect this to happen to
you, if it is not so justified.1

Those who are burdened for reading this for having been raped to opt for the killabortion
would not consider this teaching applicable to you. MOSES: Those raped, it does not apply.
1
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Number of Killabortions:

59 Million Surgical
250 Million Chemical
EL MORYA: You must on the instant upon reading this,
that you no longer use the word “abortion”.
You must use the word “castration”.

Surgical
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